
MEETING OF THE 

CITY OF WOBURN 

TRAFFIC COMMISSION 

July 15, 2021 – 3:00 P.M.   

ENGINEERING CONFERENCE ROOM 

WOBURN CITY HALL 

  

 

 

Attending: Comm. John Corey, Comm. John Duran, Comm. Robert Ferullo (Late), Comm. 

Anthony Langone, Comm. Daniel Orr, Comm. Peter Socorelis, Comm. Charles Stokes, Comm. 

Jeffrey Dillon (Chair). 

 

Absent: Comm. Keith Peary.  

_________________________ 

 

Motion made and 2nd to waive the reading of the minutes of the previous meeting and to accept, 

all in favor, 7-0-2 (Peary and Ferullo Absent). 

__________________________ 

 

          2021-07 

 

On the petition by Amanda Getchell, 6 Stephanie Circle, Woburn, MA a request for a crosswalk 

on Salem Street between Stephanie Circle and Salem Avenue, Comm. Duran stated he wrote a 

memo about this petition and stated due to the topography as well as other factors this would not 

be a reasonable request. Comm. Langone stated he was concerned that Alderman Mercer-Bruen 

did not want the crosswalk there, and rather have pedestrians loop around in the neighborhood 

before crossing. Motion made and 2nd that the matter be placed on file, all in favor, 7-0-2 (Peary 

and Ferullo Absent). 

______________________ 

 

Comm. Ferullo arrived to the meeting. 

______________________ 

 

2021-08 

 

On the petition by Donna Cargill, St. Charles School, 8 Myrtle Street, Woburn, Massachusetts 

0181 for a “Left Turn Only” sign at Summer Street exit from parking lot, Comm. Stokes stated 

that the sign would be on private property, thus would not need approval. Motion made and 2nd 

that a letter be sent to the petitioner explaining that a sign could be placed on private property 

and that the matter be placed on file, all in favor, 8-0-1 (Peary Absent) 

 

______________________ 

 

2021-09 

 



On the request for sign and crosswalk enforcement at Tri-Community Bike Path at Albany 

Street, Comm. Stokes stated there was already ample signage there. Comm. Langone suggested 

that the vegetation be cut back to assist in visibility. Comm. Duran state he can have vegetation 

cutback. Motion made and 2nd that the matter be placed on file, all in favor, 8-0-1 (Peary absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-10 

 

On the request for handicapped parking space at 48 Beacon Street., Comm. Dillon stated that this 

need to go to the Commission on Disability for a recommendation. Motion made and 2nd that the 

matter be referred to the Commission on Disability for recommendation, all in favor, 8-0-1 

(Peary absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-11 

 

On the request for no parking signs on Central Street., Comm. Dillon read into the record a 

communication dated July 15, 2021 from Alderman Mercer-Bruen that reads as follows: 

 

Dear Chairman Dillon and Distinguished members of the Woburn Traffic Commission: 

 

I am writing to you today regarding my request for "No parking signs" at the Tri-

Community Bike Way path located at the access point at Central Street.  As I have stated 

previously, the visibility issues when trucks/cars park at this location is a safety hazard.  I 

continue to receive complaints about this from residents and users of the bike path.  I 

have also experienced the same visibility concerns when driving through this area.  

 

I would like to thank City Engineer Jay Corey, DPW Superintendant Jay Duran, Sgt 

Stokes and Chief Ruffo for their recent review of this matter even though last months' 

meeting was cancelled.   

 

By way of an update, it is my understanding from Superintendant Duran that upon closer 

look by the team, the appropriate number of no parking signs/sign will be installed before 

the end of this week and perhaps even today. 

 

I would also like to thank you all for your thoughtful consideration of a request you 

received for an additional cross walk on Salem Street at Stephanie Circle.  I agree with 

Superintendant Duran's review of this request that this location is not a safe option.  

There is currently a signalized cross walk approximately 300 yards away that has 

sidewalk access from Stephanie Circle to the signalized cross walk.  While this is a 

longer way to get to the intended location of Salem Ave/Robert Ave neighborhood, it is a 

safer walk with sidewalks and signalization.   Having said that, I would like to extend my 

support for the committee to ask our VHB consultant to  offer comments/suggestions 

regarding any other location, if any, along Salem Street between Stephanie Circle and the 

existing signalized crosswalk that could work safely for an additional crosswalk in the 

area. 



 

As always, thank you all for your time and dedication to keeping our residents safe.  

 

With Deepest Gratitude, s/ Darlene Mercer-Bruen, City Councilor, Ward 5, Woburn, MA 

 

Motion made and 2nd that any and all communication be received and made part of the 

permanent record, all in favor, 8-0-1 (Peary absent). Comm. Duran stated that there is no parking 

on Grape Street and the bike path on Central Street. Comm. Corey commented on the letter from 

Alderman Mercer-Bruen and stated that it seems to be a repeat offender. Comm. Duran stated 

that there should be signage at the edge of the bike path and that he would confirm the exact 

distance for next meeting. Comm. Dillon suggested that the vegetation be cutback as well. No 

further action was taken. 

_______________________ 

 

2021-12 

 

On the request by Edwin Perry for curvature mirror at 129 Montvale Avenue at intersection with 

Vernon Street, Comm. Dillon stated that this same petition was voted down in 2013. Comm. 

Corey stated that such measures opens-up the city to liability. Comm. Ferullo stated that the 

City’s insurance company would not allow it. Comm. Dillon stated that the visibility area should 

be cleaned up of any vegetation. Motion made and 2nd that the petition be denied for the 

following reasons: 1. That curvature mirrors are a liability to the city; 2. That prior legal opinions 

have advised against such mirrors; and 3. Such request for mirror had previously been denied in 

2013; as well as that the Traffic Commission request that the building inspector send a letter to 

property owners in that vicinity to trim hedges in accordance with zoning, all in favor, 8-0-1 

(Peary Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-13 

 

On the petition by Alicia Fitzpatrick for No Parking Sign at night on the south-side of East 

Nichols Street, Comm. Dillon stated that the petitioner could not make the meeting and asked 

Comm. Dillon to read her petition into the record as follows: 

 

I am requesting that there be no parking at night on the south-side of East Nichols Street. 

The Hertz parking lot on the north-side of East Nichols Street is slightly higher. This 

makes it very hard to see small dark cars at night while in reverse and backing out of the 

Hertz parking lot. Also, there is a telephone pole in the lot which adds to the difficultly. 

Hertz has after-hours car drop-off. I have seen 2 accidents there due to the height, the 

pole, and the lack of lighting. The street is very short, so it seems parking may not be 

needed at night. It is a most unusual situation and think the simplest solution is to 

eliminate overnight parking on the south-side of the road. The north-side already has no 

parking (east of the Hertz lot). Thank you.  

 

Comm. Corey stated that a lot of homes lack long driveways. Comm. Ferullo stated it could be 

the restaurant on main street parking hindering it. Comm. Stokes stated a lot of people want no 



parking on the streets, from the police, the biggest concern is whether emergency vehicles can 

maneuver, but people are allowed to park on the roads. Comm. Stokes and Comm. Duran both 

stated they would look at the area and report back at next meeting. No further action was taken. 

_______________________ 

 

Motion made and 2nd that the Traffic Commission meeting take summer recess and cancel the 

August 19, 2021 meeting, and if there are no impending matters that the September 16, 2021, all 

in favor, 8-0-1 (Peary Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

Motion made and 2nd to suspend the rules to allow Alderman Richard Gately to speak with 

respect to request for curvature mirror at 129 Montvale Avenue at intersection with Vernon 

Street, all in favor, 8-0-1 (Peary Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-12 

 

On the request by Edwin Perry for curvature mirror at 129 Montvale Avenue at intersection with 

Vernon Street, Alderman Gately stated that this intersection is very dangerous coming from the 

high school. Comm. Corey stated that towards the Stoneham side, the bushes are too high, which 

impacts visibility. Alderman Gately stated the buses were cut down, but there is also a porch too 

far out, and that the speed is bad up there coming around the corner. Comm. Corey stated he is 

aware as one of his relatives was “T-boned” there. Alderman Gately stated that something needs 

to be done, perhaps signage. Comm. Dillon stated that the Traffic Commission already voted to 

deny curvature mirror, but if there are any alternatives that those can be filed if need be. No 

further action was taken. 

_______________________ 

 

Motion made and 2nd to adjourn, all in favor, 8-0-1 (Peary Absent). Meeting adjourned at 3:32 

p.m. 

 

 

A TRUE RECORD ATTEST:          

 

           _____________________________________ 

            Lindsay E. Higgins 

City Clerk and Clerk of Traffic Commission 

 


